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October 2022 
 

Presidents Report 
 
G day all.  
Wow its been a busy couple of months with training, TDN, Nationals, Club events and demos.  Not to 
mention the workload that is quickly increasing with my job as we roll through spring. So I’m using all of the 
above for the excuse as a slow Presidents report lol. 
 
First of all, such a shame that we were not able to hold October’s event at Oatlands. But sometimes things 
just can’t work, when the landowner makes the call which rarely happens, we have to respect that decision. 
Fingers crossed there isn’t too much damage and we can utilise the property for next year. 
 
Massive thanks to Kurt for speaking with me and organising a backup plan. It all worked very smoothly. We 
weren’t sure how we were going to get a permit with such late notice. By the sounds of it, Kurt has the gift 
of the gab and pushed it through quickly and that was that, back-to-back trials at the Mount Joy. 
 
Next thank you is to all the setters that come and helped out with such short notice. You know we have a 
good club when things are tricky, the pressure is on and everyone comes together to get the job done. It 
was great to have setters come set from all areas of the state. Special mention to those who travelled and 
contributed to the club. We as members really appreciate your efforts. 
 
Having so many setters setting a trial really makes a change for an event. First, we were able to set more 
sections, but the big one is there was heaps of diversity and difference in the style of the 9 sections. So 
good to be using a new area and some new sections. They rode very well considering it was going to be 
wet. Turned out to dry quickly as the day went on. Except for the track on the way out to the sections, but it 
added to the fun I reckon. This brings me to a little story about a so-called MATE. Jumps in my ute on the 
day thinking he’ll drive out to spectate a few sections along the track, not knowing what he was in for. The 
entire length of black mud and slop once he hit the ruts. You can all guess who this mate of mine is. Fenton 
owes me a ute wash I dare say. I mean he has washed my ute for me before but never in that state, I was 
going to let him off but bugger him. The funny bit is how he covered it in black mud, from wheels to roof, 
backed it into the same parking space, re loaded my fuel and bits pretending nothing had happened. I’m 
slow on the up take but was pretty quick with this one and to work out who it was. 
 
I think that the observing is working well. Possibly a good idea to switch groups about rounds just to change 
it up a bit. But all in all, I think it’s more likely to be honest and accurate. Pretty easy to catch someone out 
also due to standing about, watching and helping others a little more. 
 
One thing with the trials that was a little slack, I’m just going to mention and that’s all. We just need a few 
hands-on deck at the end of the day to pack up sections and scrape arrow so it’s all sorted for the next 
trials. General rule of thumb is results aren’t read out till all this is done. It’s not a massive job, many hands 
make light work. If it’s only 4 people doing the lot it’s safe to say the results will be read out in the dark… If 
riders can drop the final card in, sort a bag, a mate and gather just one section in, or possibly hang back to 
scrape arrows. I dare say the packing up can be done and dusted in under half hour. 
 



Looking forward to the next few events. Hope everyone has sorted a twin shock machine out for the 
twinshock cup. Quite a few members are getting into this older bike thing, so good to see. If you don’t have 
one, I’ll say don’t be scared to ask someone in the club who has a couple if you can ride one…. I think it’s 
pretty safe to say the people with a couple of bikes would like to see others enjoying their bikes and giving 
the bike a run for the owner. Bring your camping gear, we all ride well on the Saturday, drink on Saturday 
night and try replicate Saturday’s ride on a modern…. For some reason it never seems to work that way.  
 
Also just remember that if you have someone interested in riding trials, then we have agreed to allow them 
to ride the easier lines on the Saturday on your modern bike. Treating it as a Come and Try day to 
encourage new people into the club. 
 
Anyways, that’s enough from me. See you all in a couple of weekends.  
 
Regards Baylesy 

 

Newsletterman stuff 

 
IT stuff first, sorry, it’s boring but important.  With all these hacks (though most aren’t actually legitimate 
hacks, they’re stuff ups by their IT team leaving virtual doors wide open, or someone’s just handed over 
credentials through one of those ‘click here to validate your email’ links), I want to reassure people that your 
entries are safe.   
When you put in your details to enter a thing (entry, RSVP, membership), three things happen.  First, it 
emails you and a couple of other relevant people the entry as confirmation.  Second, it captures your entry 
in a little database on the server, only accessible from the site’s back end.  This bit is a bit of a legacy thing 
which was in place before I got the third step working and will be removed completely before next year.  
Third, it pushes the entry to a Google spreadsheet which is shared to relevant people.   
There is literally one person on the planet who can log into the website’s back end, and that’s me.  And I 
can’t log in easily because it’s got a stupidly complex password, and I need my phone for a six digit code 
which changes every 30 seconds.  Anyway, your stuff is safe.  Very safe.  I know one or two other clubs do 
things a bit different and riders have their own logins for their club site, the rider logs in and selects events 
to enter.  That’s fine, their choice, but I don’t want that added security risk or people ringing me saying 
they’ve forgotten their password.  At the end of the year, the website will be getting a fresh coat of paint so 
to speak, and probably moving to another host which may give it a slight bump in speed.  I’ve also 
reworked the entry form to reduce clicks/taps, I think there’s about five less on the new one.  Now, that is all 
dependant on the AGM of course.  If someone reading this wants to take over the website (the entire 
package, server, DNS hosting, secured external accounts, runs on Wordpress and cPanel) you’re more 
than welcome.  Interestingly, a grand total of zero people have wanted to take over this role.  Can’t think 
why… 
As a side note, if anyone has questions about securing their IT life, just ask me.  But the biggest singular 
thing you can do to help protect yourself, use a different password for EVERY site you access. 
 
Speaking of Christmas dinner and AGM, It’s rapidly approaching.  We’re going to Spreyton Fresh and it’s 
on the 10th of December.  Hit the link for more details, and to RSVP: https://www.tastrials.org.au/christmas-
dinner/ 
As far as I’m aware, if you’ve not RSVP’d by the end of the Melrose event, you’ll need to do some serious 
begging to Rosie to be added to the list. 
 
There’s an interesting rumour floating around, The Hell Team shared a link on Facebook, but it looks like 
manufacturers are wanting the FIM to ban minders from the World Cup from 2023, saying there’s a lack of 
money and sponsors and minders cost too much.  Rather than axing minders, the FIM could perhaps 
promote the sport with the same gusto as they do for enduro/hard enduro/any other sexy fast sport.  
Personally, manufacturers would be better off wanting the FIM to get rid of non-stop, or to enforce it 
properly across the board for ALL riders, so it doesn’t look like a mishmash of rubbish, especially during 
broadcasts.  While they’re at it, they should change XTrial to be 90 seconds per section instead of 60 
seconds per section, so riders have a chance to ride each section instead of taking a ‘tactical 5’ so they can 
get around the course in time.  Anyway, that’s just my opinion, and I’d like the sport to survive longer than a 
few more years. 
 



Next year is Trials Week in South Australia, they’ve got a Facebook page for the event with the dates and 
locations.  They look like they’ll be turning it on and making it big, with the SA titles on the first weekend, a 
mid-week trial, and the Aussies on the weekend after.  They’ve specifically chosen the dates for when all 
the kids are on school holidays around the country, it doesn’t clash with Bathurst (YAY!!), it does clash with 
the Grand Final, but I go for Hawthorn so that hardly affects me, and all the venues are in relatively close 
proximity to each other.  We’ve already booked the boat and accommodation, we didn’t want to miss out, 
and the boat books out pretty fast.  If you’re looking at going, Trials SA is recommending checking 
Barossa.com for accommodation, though Ashlee found some good venues (with secure areas for trailers) 
on Airbnb. 
 
 

Mt Joy v2 

I can honestly say I’ve never seen the Joy that green.  Normally it’s dry grass and dust, especially on the 
track coming back down off the traditional Tas Titles loop down the hill back to the car park.  Dust so thick it 
chokes you, Millie and I joke about that dust containing previously eradicated diseases from the 1930s.  But 
dust was almost non existent and instead, we had mud and water, and lots of it, some deeper than others.  
And the car park was lush and green, even soggy in parts.  Between that, and the sun and bright blue sky, 
it looked an absolute treat.  Even better was the view from up the top of the hill with Peter Bayles, green as 
far as the eye could see, punctuated with flooded paddocks.  Unreal stuff. 
 
Yeah you can wax lyrical about the car park and the views, but what about the sections?  Well, something a 
bit different because people apparently doubted how many sections Chris and Nobby would have set, we 
had 9 sections.  Pretty much all new ones too.  Nice! 
 
Section 1 had a decently big climb for the higher grades, Alysha Lunn made the section considerably easier 
after lunch by somehow knocking the end log completely out of the way, but it was still a bit tricky on the left 
handed turn, on shale, leading to more shale.  Section 2, Bryce Squibb can be blamed for this one.  The 
section flowed well enough, a couple of tight turns and steps, but that final (or first, depending on how you 
rode it) bank took a few points away from C and C+, and seemed to the ‘the section’ to take the most 
points.  Section 3 had a couple of big bits for the higher grades, tricky little step for C+ and a tight turn on a 
slight slope covered in dry grass for C.  Section 4 wasn’t anything deadly but very tight turns were needed, 
especially after the small log, and lots of C graders decided to ride the rock step instead of just… around it.  
Section 5, well, that was a bit intimidating, a big drop down a craggy rock face, turn, head to the top of 
another then ride down that bit.  Plenty of weaving and bouncing for the high grades here too.  Section 6 
wasn’t anything too troubling in terms of obstacles, but you needed momentum to get through the mud next 
to the rocks, and it turned into a right old mess of mud and water at the top.  Fairly simple section but 
having C/C+ going down the same dirt that B and higher went up made for a slippery slide.  Section 7, 
picturesque, another ‘rock in the side of a hill’ section, interestingly the final blue arrow changed from 
pointing right, to left after the first lap, not sure what went on there?  More technical than tricky.  Once 
you’re done there, head up the hill and down the other side, this wasn’t a good trial for spectators.  Section 
8 was again, more technical than anything else, tight little rocky drop, turn, log, up the hill and long a shelf, 
turn down around a stump and back up.  Dylan had a huge stack off the big A grade rock.  As big as it was, 
he hit the deck then questioned how the hell he could crash that big and not get hurt.  I imagine on Monday 
he was a bit stiff.  Finally, section 9, a big open section, so many options, I watched myself and three other 
C graders ride it one after another and each one of us rode wildly different lines, C+, C, even a B grade bit 
for one of us. 
 
And then, come back down the hill.  That hill was a slippery bugger, and Mick, if you’re wondering why 
Will’s bike was so dirty, I followed him and he was riding in each and every puddle and mud bit deliberately.  
Kids will be kids! 
 
Special mention for the last minute addition of savs for lunch, I’m told they were pretty good. 
 
Chris won Expert. 
 



A grade and Matt Woodhouse returned to mix things up a bit.  Matt finished second, behind Will Thornbury 
and just in front of Brendan ‘low battery’ Smith. 
 
It was pretty tight in B grade, Callum Millar in third, Jenna Lupo only one point ahead in second.  Jack 
Salter is surely looking to move up to A grade next year, notching up another win. 
 
C+ and no Nigel (get well soon) has mixed things up a bit.  Nobby’s extra long section checking with Matt 
must have put him in the right mindset, easily winning and dropping only 7 points.  John Denison rocked up 
and snagged second place, six points ahead of Ian Pickering. 
 
Nothing has been right in the world for a little while now, but I feel like order has started to be restored, 
especially in C grade.  After a couple of bad runs, Mike Travica has bounced back, dropping just 8 marks 
and claiming his rightful position on the theoretical top step.  Bryce Squibb finished second, and some 
useless newsletter writer who stalled it on section 6 doing the last right hand turn (!) finished third.   
 
Alex Woodberry got up at stupid o’clock to cart Colin off to the airport, hung out at the Pickerings, rode 
around, then shot off to go to work.  Busy boy, took the win, and made it interesting for the Twin Shock 
trophy in the process. 
 
Clubman had two riders, Cooper Lockhart had a shocker of a day and finished second, Will Delanty 
claiming the win in probably one of his last rides on the white line, he tells me he’s moving up to the blue 
line next year. 
 
Finally, brand new rider Emerson Viney rode the Junior line on his Oset, and did a damn good job doing it 
too. 
 

 
Next events 

 
Bit on, eh? 
First, 19th November, the Twin Shock Challenge at Melrose.  It’s a great opportunity to get the older bikes 
out for a run, for both new and current riders.  Three grades, A, C and Clubman, it’s designed as a fun 
event, so lovingly restored bikes can be ridden without the risk of damage, and riders who are new, who 
rarely ride or used to ride can have a gentle day out.  I’m sure there will be some healthy competition 
between the likes of Chris, Kurt, Daniel, Will Thornbury, etc so that’ll be good to watch too. 
For the once-a-year riders, it’s highly recommended to email newsletter@tastrials.org.au or message the 
club on Facebook if you’ve got any questions about scrutineering or membership. 
It’s cheap too, $30 entry, so get the word out to anyone and everyone who has an old TLR, TY, Montesa, 
Bultaco or whatever hidden away in a shed.  Get ‘em out and ride ‘em! 
Enter here: https://www.tastrials.org.au/entriesandevents/entries/ 
 
 
20th November, the last state round for the year, at Melrose.  It’s pretty close in a few grades for end of year 
trophies so some might be riding out of their skin to try and snag one or hold onto one.  BRING 
PERPETUAL TROPHIES IF YOU HAVE THEM! 
Enter here: https://www.tastrials.org.au/entriesandevents/entries/ 
 
 
10th December, Christmas dinner and AGM, party shirt themed (I didn’t make this decision, Rosie did).   
Enter here: https://www.tastrials.org.au/christmas-dinner/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 



Classifieds 

 

 
For Sale 

2021 Beta Evo 250 
 

45 hours since new (March 2021) 
Regularly serviced, ridden in C+ Grade 

Various accessories (guards etc),original cost over $500 
Price $8,250 inc GST 

 

Contact Ken Hosking 
 0418 122 009 

Beta Racing Tasmania 
ABN 58199285476 

 



For sale 

2007 Gas Gas 50, boots included if required. 

$2000 

Contact Mick Luscombe via Facebook 

 

 

 



Sherco 300 Factory Fajardo. 

Comes with low compression head fitted & factory High 
compression head  spare. 

Received new late 2020. 

Also included some spare stickers & new front & rear 
guards. 

Fully serviced, ready to go. 

$9900 or nearest offer. 

Contact Nigel Munday via Facebook or on 041970104 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Dealer Adverts 

 

Gas Gas Victoria  
 
Suppliers of Gas Gas trials bike’s, parts and accessories to Tasmania 
offering workshop service and repair facilities 
 
Stockist and suppliers of the following:- 
Gas Gas trials bikes 
Second hand trials bikes 
Genuine and after market spare parts 
Trials clothing 
Helmets 
Boots 
Tyres 
 
GRO oils and coolants  
PTR Engineering bike racks 
 
For all enquires please contact 
 
Craig Ferrall            Philip Whittle 
0409 185 991            0415 861 036 
julieferrall@bigpond.com.au         ptreng@bigpond.com  
 

 
 
 



Sherco and Scorpa dealer: See Nigel Munday or call 03 6432 1014 or 0419 
155 811  

2nd hand bikes available, various makes. Trade-ins considered and photos of bikes 
are available, bikes can be freighted into Tassie if interested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


